Software Engineer
Prepaid Technologies, headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama, is a fast-growing fintech company that is digitizing
business payments by deploying operationally excellent, on-demand, prepaid solutions for a variety of applications
and verticals. We have an opportunity for a Software Engineer to work on our internal application development
team using Microsoft Power Platform, Office 365, Google Cloud Platform, plus more. You will gain valuable
professional experience working with cutting edge cloud technology and distributed systems alongside engineers
with a wealth of experience to share. This is an exciting opportunity to learn while playing a role in critical initiatives
at Prepaid Technologies.
PT’s Software Engineer responsibilities include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Work closely with product managers and story owners to design features and prioritize tasks
Assist with the design, development, testing, and deployment of platform features
Lead technical teams by mentoring and coaching, answering questions and solving problems
Assemble releases and drive improvements in the delivery and release processes
Learn and execute on agile methodologies, follow test-driven development approach
Owns the design and development of software fixes, enhancements, components, and/or new software
systems and applications
7. Lead design, code reviews, and assist software architects
8. Solve problems by collaborating across multiple teams, from product to design
9. Work with a cross-functional teams across multiple platforms
10. Have a passion for learning and applying technology to solve real-world problems
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
• Develop applications using PowerApps, Power Automate, and PowerBI
• Assist in analysis, design, development, testing and implementation of enterprise scale apps on Power Platform
• Create solutions using Microsoft Office and the Google suite of tools
• Knowledge of Cloud and Desktop Flow licensing Automating business processes with Microsoft Power
Automate
• Ability to create custom connectors for Microsoft Power Platform
• Experience with API or rest services integrations and understanding of how to implement solutions with
multiple data sources
• Experienced or willing to learn leading edge Microsoft enterprise cloud technologies such as Office 365 and
Microsoft Azure
• Create strong workflow processes and CI/CD pipelines
• Create Azure resource automation and monitoring
• Experience in developing & troubleshooting applications using ASP.NET, .NET, C#, JavaScript technologies and
SQL Server
• Practice standard development process leveraging agile methodologies such as SCRUM and TDD
• Review and analyze business requirements and provide technical feasibility and estimates
• Create technical documents for software products using Visio, UML, PowerPoint, and Office
OUR CULTURE
The unique culture at Prepaid Technologies is hard to beat, where innovation and a hard-working
environment go hand-in-hand with a casual and fun atmosphere. We promote an energetic and teamoriented workplace where collaboration and a results-driven attitude is key to our success.
OUR CORE VALUES
• We look for Solutions and ask “Why Not?”
• We are Nimble and Creative and use those strengths to Innovate
• We embrace and leverage Technology
• We have Passion for our work and our customers
• We row together with Respect for everyone we work with
• We have Fun – life is short

OUR BENEFITS
Prepaid Technologies, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer and provides a competitive,
comprehensive compensation package for full-time employees.
Working at Prepaid Technologies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexibility, honesty, trustworthy and caring
Paid vacation
Competitive compensation
Rapidly growing small business
Casual, but energetic work environment
Employee benefits plan
401K program with company match

